Leisa Osborne

Leisa Osborne has enjoyed a long successful career at Virginia Tech, all the while volunteering in her community, and making a difference in the lives of hundreds of undergraduate students.

In addition to her responsibilities as the office service specialist in the Department of Philosophy, Osborne serves in an adviser capacity for students with a declared minor in philosophy.

While there is no “typical day” in her job, Osborne is the department’s self-proclaimed problem solver when it comes to equipment and supplies as well as record keeping, registration, and class scheduling.

On campus, Osborne is also involved with the Virginia Tech chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, the nation’s oldest academic honor society. She was inducted into the society as an undergraduate student and has served as treasurer of the Virginia Tech chapter since 2006.

“She is totally devoted to making life at Virginia Tech better for our undergraduates. She takes a personal interest in each of our majors and the word is out that if you need help registering for classes, ask Leisa,” said Joseph C. Pitt, professor of philosophy. “Ms. Osborne represents the best qualities of a caring Virginia Tech family member and certainly exemplifies the university motto, Ut Prosim,” said Joseph Pitt. “She makes Virginia Tech a better place for everyone.”